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1. Introduction
Although homework is not a statutory requirement, home learning partnerships with parents,
carers and pupils can extend high quality learning experiences beyond the limits of the school
day. They also provide opportunities for parents and carers to take part in their children’s
education. At Woodloes Primary School we believe that the early sharing of ideas between
school, parents and carers promotes a culture of inclusive learning where all involved are
partners in the learning process. This is likely to raise both expectations and standards.
Consequently, our home learning policy was developed following consultation with parents;
teachers and governors (see Appendix 3).
What is Home Learning?
Any learning activity that pupils are asked to do outside of normal lesson time can be
regarded as home learning. The home learning task is generally related to work that pupils
are doing in school, often as preparation, consolidation or follow-up.

Good attitudes to learning need to be established early. Practical guidance and support given
to parents can help them to understand how children learn and the role of play activities in
that learning. This early ‘home learning’ often takes the form of talking and playing with
children as well as singing nursery rhymes together.
For young children in school, the most valuable form of ‘home learning’ is where parents or
carers play a key role in working with them. This can involve sharing books or learning
spellings but also using role-play or games to develop a range of skills and helping children
collect information and materials for displays.

Home learning is now well established in many primary schools and is regarded as a
necessary support for learning in all secondary schools. Home learning content will change
and develop as pupils’ learning progresses. For older pupils and students, home learning will
include preparation and following up the activities which have been undertaken in class. It will
also involve topics and independent out-of-school learning activities which allows pupils to
work more independently, at their own pace.
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We acknowledge the value of play and free time in a child’s growth and development. While
home learning is important, it should not prevent children from taking part in a wide range of
out-of-school clubs.
2. Aims and Objectives
The aims and objectives of home learning are to:


Enable pupils to make maximum progress in their academic and social development;



Help pupils develop the skills of an independent learner;



Promote cooperation between home and school in supporting each child's learning;



Enable all aspects of the curriculum to be covered in sufficient depth;



Provide educational experiences not possible in school;



Consolidate and reinforce the learning done in school, and to allow children to practice
skills taught in lessons;



Help children develop good work habits for the future.

When working towards these aims and objectives, staff will:


Ensure tasks are purposeful and worthwhile.



Plan work to meet the changing needs of pupils at each stage of their development.



Support the school's policy of personal and social education by seeking to encourage
and develop a positive attitude to learning, perseverance, initiative, qualities of self
discipline and responsibility.

And in turn, parents can:


Support their child's learning in a positive manner.



Support the school by ensuring that tasks set are completed carefully (see Appendix
2).

3. Equal Opportunities
We set home learning activities for all children as a normal part of school life. We ensure that
all tasks set are appropriate to the ability of the child and, we endeavour to adapt any task set
so that all children can contribute in a positive way.
4. Organisation
Foundation Stage (Nursery and Reception)
Parents are sometimes surprised that such young children receive home learning. However,
the activities given are simple and fun to do with the family and help the children learn
important skills in an enjoyable way.
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Regular reading to, and with children is encouraged and makes a huge difference to the
development of this important and enjoyable activity.

Key Stage 1
For children in Key Stage 1, developing a partnership with parents or carers and involving
them actively in children’s learning is the key purpose. Short activities of different kinds of
simple games, learning spellings and number facts and, of course, reading together provide a
very important opportunity for young children to talk about what they are learning to an
interested adult, and to practise key skills in a supportive environment.

Key Stage 2
As children get older home learning provides an opportunity for children to develop the skills
of independent learning, and this should increasingly become its main purpose. It is important
that children should gradually get into the habit of regularly devoting periods of time, which
may not be long, to study on their own. By the time children reach Year 6 their home learning
programme will cover a wide range of tasks and curriculum content, with a regular weekly
schedule. This approach will benefit their learning and also ensure that, in relation to home
learning as much as to other aspects, their transition to Year 7/secondary school is as smooth
as possible.

All the home learning activities prepared for the children are linked to work currently being
undertaken at school and are planned to support and reinforce important learning. The main
focus of which will be Literacy and Mathematics. We believe that children who regularly read
to and with parents benefit by gaining confidence and fluency as readers. Reading for
pleasure from a variety of authors is an important activity for all children and should be
actively encouraged by all parents. Similarly, number facts learnt and practised at home will
help benefit mathematical development.
Our Home Learning tasks include:Reception:


Practising skills learnt at school e.g. letter sounds, reading, numbers etc.,



Home/School Diary regularly

Key Stage 1:
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Reading (at least 3 times a week)



‘Mathletics’ practice



Reinforcing learning with a range of materials using the “Woodloes Wanderers” books
that includes English, Maths and Science

In addition, Year 2 will:


‘Tic Tac Toe’ – half termly



Bespoke homework to meet the needs of individual learners.

Key Stage 2:


Regular reading practice - independently / with an adult (at least 3 times a week)



‘Mathletics’- children should be encouraged to get at least 1000 points each week



A project / theme based activity per half term e.g. research, design and technology
etc.,



An additional English or Maths activity (CGP books may be used to support this).

In addition, from January to May, year 2 and 6 children will be set practice test papers / tasks
to help them prepare for the SATs.

Responsibilities:
Our teachers will ensure tasks are purposeful and worthwhile and plan work to meet the
changing needs of pupils at each stage of their development. They are responsible for:


setting and marking home learning



setting regular home learning tasks e.g. learning spellings and times tables weekly
or project based tasks given half-termly or termly



providing home learning books in which to record and complete tasks (dependent
upon the age of the child).

We ask parents to:


encourage their children to complete the tasks that are set,



help their children as and when they feel it to be necessary,



provide them with the work space / environment that allows them to do their best.



support their children by discussing the work that their children are doing and
encouraging them to complete the work independently and on time, and
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where possible, enrich the children’s learning by using community facilities including
libraries, museums, sports facilities etc., (see Appendix 2)

Please note the following:
We like to encourage the children’s independence and expect the children to look after their
books and return them each week for marking. If your child loses or damages a CGP book or
other resource, we will ask for a contribution towards the full cost of a replacement.
If parents / carers have any questions about home learning, they should, in the first instance,
contact the child's class teacher. If their questions are of a more general nature, they should
contact the deputy / headteacher.
We ask children to:


bring their work into school when their teacher has asked for it,



keep their work in books neat and tidy,



always try their best,



ask for help when they are unable to complete the task.

5. Monitoring
The SMT are responsible for monitoring standards at school and will, as part of the school’s
monitoring process evaluate the amount, content and standards of home learning. At our
school we want the children to enjoy learning, so it is important that we encourage our
children to participate in a broad range of activities. Home learning should be purposeful,
efficient, personalized, doable and inviting, and children should feel rewarded for their
contributions.

It is the responsibility of our governing body to agree and monitor the school home learning
policy through the Performance and Standards Committee. Our governing body will pay
careful consideration to any concern that is raised by any parent regarding home learning.
6. Future Developments
The White Paper (2010) states that schools are expected “to set their own improvement
priorities” and “as long as schools provide a good education” the Government “will not
mandate specific approaches.” In a time of educational change when schools have greater
autonomy, there is an opportunity for teaching professionals to evaluate and understand the
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impact of home learning on children’s lives and to reassess the future of home learning in
schools. Consequently, our school will consult with all stakeholders regularly so that we will
be able to provide the best learning for our children and prepare them for the future.

This policy was adopted by the Governing Body at its meeting held on
_________________________________________________________

Signature of Chairperson of Governing Body
____________________________________________________________
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Appendix 1: 12

things you can do to help your child learn

1. Give your child confidence through lots of praise and encouragement.


You have tremendous power to strengthen your child's confidence - and confidence is
vital to learning.



Provide specific praise that focuses on a particular aspect of their work. Comments
such as "I like the way you have…" is more effective than “you’re clever”.

2. Read to, and with, your child as much as possible.


It is important to read to children, hear them read, or encourage them to read to
themselves, for at least 20 minutes a day.

3. Encourage your child to observe and talk about what they see, feel, think etc.


Even young children can be helped to read notices and signs, for example, and
understand what they mean.

4. Make use of your local library.


Look out for special events and services for children.

5. Visit museums and other places you think your child might find interesting.


Children now have free admission to major national museums and art galleries.

6. If your child likes watching television, watch it together sometimes and talk about
what has been watched. Children enjoy sharing their experiences and will gain a lot
from the discussion.
7. Try to provide a reasonably quiet and suitable place where your child can work and
show that you and all members of the family value and respect the homework
activity.
8. Try to set time aside to support your child’s homework activities whilst also
allowing some independence where appropriate.
9. Encourage your child to discuss homework with you, including feedback from
teachers.
10. Try to help your child to see the enjoyable aspects of homework.
11. Help your child to see the importance of homework and teach them to become more
independent and take more responsibility for themselves as they get older.
12. Remind your children to complete and hand in homework on time.

Please contact us if you have any questions or concerns. We want your children to succeed.
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Appendix 2:
Responses to Questions on Homework from a Survey completed by parents / carers of children attending Woodloes Primary
School in July 2013

Yes

No

Don’t know

64

3

1

58

6

2

Too much
5
Too difficult
1

About right
55
About right
64

Not enough
11
Too easy
6

a. Has the introduction of the literacy and maths homework books made the
homework process clearer?
b. Has the introduction of the literacy and maths homework books had a
positive impact on your child’s homework experience?
c. In general, do you think the amount of homework set for your child is:
d. In general, do you think the level of homework set for your child is:

Don't know
1
Don't know
1

Comment:
The questionnaire demonstrates that of the parents who responded, the majority feel that learning at home plays an important part in a
child’s learning and many of our parents support and encourage their children at home. Following the questionnaire, responses by parents
were addressed, and in collaboration with Phase Leaders at school, amendments were made to the Homework Policy.

In addition to this, the school leaders felt that homework should now be called Home Learning to suggest a more positive approach and
encourage children to view this as an extension of the learning at school rather than as a chore.
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